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Applications down; budget threatened
Applications for admission t o
Hope f o r the 1973-74 year have
dropped by 215 f r o m the n u m b e r
received at this time last year,
according to Director of Admissions, T o m LaBaugh.
LABAUGH S T A T E D that 561
applications have been received as
of Jan. 12 out of a projected total
for the year of 1200. 44We expect
the number of applications received f r o m Jan. 12 to Sept. 1 t o
be similar to the a m o u n t received
in 1972. However, the expected
freshman class will be about 53
less than predicted."
Decreasing enrollment is not
peculiar to Hope, but rather it is a
problem for four-year colleges
throughout the c o u n t r y . Hope,
like o t h e r small colleges which
depend upon student tuition fees
for over 80 percent of their operation costs, suffers the most f r o m
decreased enrollment. LaBaugh, in
his report given before the Board

of Trustees, listed six reasons he
considered " t h e most relevant in
explaining the decrease in applications."
LISTED AMONG LaBaugh's
reasons were the high cost of
education, the fact that students
no longer seek shelter from the
draft and the high unemployment
rate in the ranks of college grads
which may, according to LaBaugh, turn students toward a
vocational education.
LaBaugh also reported that
some students object to the extensive core curriculum, while others,
concerned with finding themselves, are taking a year or two off
between high school and college."
This year's trend at Hope is indicative of the f u t u r e of private
colleges, according to a study published by the American Association of Admissions Officers.
THEY PREDICT, "a decline in
national college age students by

1978 and a simultaneous decline
in Michigan's private college enrollment."
LaBaugh
commenting
on
Hope's f u t u r e stated that " H o p e is
beginning to experience a decline
in interest among potential freshmen, and, because of its impact
on our survival, this calls for a
reconsideration of our offerings."
He subsequently recommended an
easing of the core curriculum in
mathmatics, science, and foreign
languages.
" S T U D E N T S with three years
of high school math should be
excluded from the math requirem e n t , " LaBaugh stated. He also
said "high school students with at
least two years of the same foreign language should be excluded
f r o m the language requirement
and students with three or more
years of high school science
should have the science requirement waived."

LaBaugh called for assistance
from the faculty, which he termed
as "crucial". He said "When a
faculty member is at an out-oftown activity, he may stop prior
to leaving and pick up names and
phone numbers of students living
in the area to which he is headed.
Upon arriving, he can give the
student a call, congratulate him or
her on being accepted and answer
any questions they might have.
" T H I S , WE F E E L , will reinforce the interest of students already a c c e p t e d . " The faculty
could also be helpful on the three
senior days scheduled for Feb. 12,
Mar. 16 and Apr. 13 and in
compiling the new brochure.
Among
other recommendations, LaBaugh was optimistic
over the idea of expanding the
night course offerings to local
residents. " H o p e has all the resources to meet these needs and
with proper development can provide programs to meet c o m m u n i t y
needs and provide sufficient revenues to support the sagging admissions picture.
AN EXAMPLE of such a program is the current Executive
Management Development Program developed through efforts in
the communications, psychology
and business departments. Enrollment was so large that two sections had to be scheduled. Tuition
is paid by industry and the college
seeks to benefit $6,000 in net
profit." LaBaugh also suggested
that Hope offer programs in graduate education.
The admissions report clearly
refuted any rumor that students
in next semester's freshman class
will be less qualified. LaBaugh
said, "of the students accepted to
date, their overall performance is
actually higher than previous
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Bio. Ph.D, 's to leave

Profs resign amidst pressure
by Lois Atherley
Associate Professor of Biology,
Edward
Ervin
and
Charles
McBride, assistant professor of
biology, will not be rehired when
their contracts expire in 1974, the
anchor learned Tuesday.
ALTHOUGH THE college's applications are down and the budget appears in financial trouble,
this is not the reason for their
dismissal according to Dean for
Academic Affairs, Morrette Rider.
According to Hope President
Gordon Van Wylen, "Dr. Ervin
and Dr. McBride do not meet the
standards of excellence that Hope
College has set. This has nothing
to do with the fact that enrollment is down next year."
VAN WYLEN also stated that
these men are not having their
contracts ended for any lack of
Christianity. "We take into account such things has how much
he publishes, how many grants he
gets and what his colleagues think
about him."
According t o members of the
biology
department,
however,
McBride and Ervin have done just
as much research as any other
member of the biology faculty.
ERVIN'S publication record
includes 10 abstracts and 4 papers. One paper entitled Ectodesmata of Smilax hispids Stems was
submitted by Ervin last Aug. and
publication is pending. The anchor was unable to obtain McBride's publication record before
going to press.
WHEN T H E anchor asked other members of the biology department for their opinion of Ervin
and McBride, the two received
highest of compliments.
Jerry Dusseau, assistant professor of biology stated, " F r o m my
personal experience with Charlie
(McBride), I see no reason why his
abilities as a teacher should be
brought into question."
" A s for Ed (Ervin), just by the
way the students talk and the

crowds he draws for classes, his
abilities as an excellent teacher
cannot possibly be in question."
NORMAN RIECK, associate
professor of biology, also praised
McBride and Ervin. He revealed
his feelings about the contract
terminations by saying, "I feel
extremely disappointed and frustrated. I do not like the manner in
which this was d o n e . "
An anchor poll randomly sampled one third of all biology majors. The survey revealed that over
92 percent listed Ervin as either
favorable or very favorable as a
professor, while over 90 percent
listed McBride as either favorable
or very favorable. One biology
major said, "If this school is for
the students, it seem asinine that
our evaluations of professors are
meaningless."
AS FAR AS the anchor could
discern, the only c o m m e n t s from
the biology department in favor
of the actions against Ervin and
McBride were made by Normon
Norton, professor of biology and

chairman of the d e p a r t m e n t .
When asked if he knew anything
about the recent contract terminations, he stated, "Of course I
k n o w . 1 initiated t h e m . "
When questioned about any
possible personality conflicts he
may have had with Ervin or
McBride, he answered, "If you
really want my opinion, it's none
of your business." Ervin did not
deny there was a personality conflict and felt that it may have
been the primary cause for his
contract termination.
VAN WYLEN did not rule out
conflict existing in the department. "I wouldn't be telling the
t r u t h if I said there was no conflict in the biology d e p a r t m e n t . "
This whole incident came as a
great shock to both Ervin and
McBride who have both recently
submitted their resignations.

years, but by Sept. will be about
the same."
WHILE HOPE is struggling
with their admissions problems,
Calvin College is "in good shape",
according to Don Lautenback, director of admissions at Calvin.
Lautenback said that through
Dec. Calvin had granted 300 admissions which is 20 percent higher than last Dec.'s total. Lautenback said Calvin expected a freshman class of about 940 students.
William Falloon of the Hope
business office said that because
of the lower projected enrollment,
budgets will be held to the minimum. "I can't see where any
budgets are going to be raised", he
said.
Falloon predicted a deficit of
a b o u t $ 2 0 0 , 0 0 0 , and said " c u t backs across the board are inevitable." He concluded by remarking
there was a possibility of faculty
lay-offs. Falloon said, "If 1 was a
professor, I'd be sweating."

Action on drinking proposal
postponed for 2 more, weeks
"We uphold the college drinking law although we don't enforce
it," stated Nona Kipp, associate
dean of students, at Wednesday's
meeting of the Student Conduct
Committee.
The q u o t e by Ms. Kipp opened
discussion of the Student Congress on campus drinking proposal. A decision on it was postponed until information could be
gotten from other small colleges
that
have recently instituted
drinking on their campuses.
The recommendation states
that " c o n s u m p t i o n of alcoholic
beverages shall be allowed in the
living units subject to a threefourths majority vote, by secret
ballot, in that living unit."
The proposal was sent out as a
questionnaire to students last semester. Of the 835 returns, 58
percent supported the drinking
proposal, 39 percent opposed it
while three percent gave n o answer.
The results of the poll, however, were offset by Associate
Dean of Students Michael Gerrie's
statement, " T h e r e is no question
that vandalism and gross behavior

MS. KIPP
has increased since the age of
majority law has been in e f f e c t . "
Opposition to the Student
Congress proposal was also expressed by J. Cotter Tharin, associate professor of geology. "Although I almost got thrown out of
school for drinking in the dorm,
during my undergraduate days, I
am against it," he said.

Assails critics

Ferrer talks about his art
by Paul Timmer

DR. ERVIN

TOM LABAUGH

"Hollywood is not run by artists but by bankers and l a w y e r s they think they can make movies
when they c a n ' t . " So says Jose
Ferrer, one of the most influential
men in theater and film in the
past several decades, who is presently directing the campus production of Cyrano de Bergerac.
Ferrer's credits are almost endless. He has starred in the films
Moulin Rouge, Lawrence of Arabia, The Shrike, and Cyrano de
Bergerac, for which he received an
Academy Award. He has played in
Man of LaMancha and Cyrano de
Bergerac, among other long-running productions, on the stage. He
has also directed the Tony-award
winning' plays The Shrike and
Stalag 17.
As a man involved in film and
theater for several decades he has

observed trends in the industries
and offered comments on the
state of the performing arts t o d a y .
In Ferrer's opinion, the movie
industry is sacrificing aesthetic
values for financial success. "Hollywood bankers and lawyers buy
success-somebody makes a profitable little picture and the money
men right away promise t h e m the
earth. If the picture is not successful the director is thrown o u t , " he
declared.
" T h e r e is nothing disgraceful
about producing a failure," Ferrer
continued. " A man of e n o r m o u s
talent should be allowed t o fail
and try again. Hollywood financiers think selling films is like
selling cornflakes."
New York theater also is suffering at the hands of critics,
Ferrer believes. "Broadway theater is losing its importance nationally as critics decline to encourage

new y o u n g playwrights," he asserted.
"A promising young playwright comes along with a script
that isn't slick but very obviously
shows talent and they crucify
him. He spends six lonely m o n t h s
filling pages with words and in
one night, one man says he
doesn't like the play, a n d s t h a t ' s
the end of it," Ferrer continued.
" T h e critic for the New
York
Times has the most influence on a
play's success or failure," he said.
Ferrer's experience in the theater began while studying architecture at Princeton University in
the early 1930's. A fellow student
who was directing a college musical was sitting at the drafting table
next t o him and asked Ferrer if he
would try out.
Ferrer said he had no acting
experience but t h e student had
please turn to page 6, column 1
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Donnelly workers share in plant management
by Mark Cook

DONNELLY DIFFERS from
many corporations in that it has a
In surveying the situation in
social conscience, and is open to
19th Century industrial England,
new ideas in business manageJohn Ruskin observed that the
ment. Such open-mindedness has
problem among workers was, "not
led to the introduction of the
that men are ill fed but that they
Scanlin plan.
have no pleasure in the work
Historically, management has
by which they earn their bread
fallen into three basic categories.
and therefore look to wealth as
The first of these, and the one
the only means of pleasure."
usually associated with Vanderbuilt.
Rockefeller, and other
TODAY, AMERICAN industry
famous
American entrepreneurs,
is finally realizing that money will
is the autocratic system in which
not make work satisfying, and in
the head man makes all decisions
some cases, not even tolerable.
irregardless of other opinions.
The use of workers as machines
THE SECOND system, that of
has created two major personnel
benevolent
autocracy, is the kind
problems, that of job boredom
one
associates
with some southern
and employee apalhy.'The first of
slave
holders
who
displayed some
these became prominant recently
sympathetic treatment while makafter a strike over working condiing no concessions in terms of
tions at the Lordstown, Ohio, GM
freedom. This is also known as
assembly plant and as a result,
paternalism.
measures are being taken to make
The third form is one often
jobs more fullfilling-at least in a
utilized
by American presidents,
few plants.
consultative management. In this
THE SECOND problem grows
method the underlings are conpartly out of the first, but also
sulted, but decisions are reached
arises from the destructive notion
independent of any advice ofin capitalism that labor and manfered.
agement must be opposing forces,
ALL THESE types of managehaving essentially different inment retain the dichotomy beterests.
tween labor and management by
Proof that viable alternatives
making them independently funcexist within the capitalist system
tioning units. They also work on
is demonstrated by the system
the pre-renaissance notion that
used in one of Holland's major the leader always knows best just
industries,
Donnelly
Mirrors, because he is the leader.
Inc.
However, since then much has
DONNELLY MIRRORS is one
been learned about the value of
of those firms founded in the
the individual and in the 1920'sa
good old American tradition. Afsteelworker named Joe Scanlin
ter taking over a small mirror
decided the individual might have
factory, John Donnelly started
a place in industry as well as
production of his invention, the
politics. Scanlin ended up with a
prismatic mirror (that handyPhD at M.I.T. and created a sysdevice that enables one to adjust
tem called participative managehis rear-view minor so as not to
ment.
be blinded by the glare from the
headlights of the car behind) and
THE SCANLIN system was innow enjoys a virtual monopoly of
troduced at Donnelly about 20
the auto rear-vision trade.
years ago as a result of a sugHis firm supplies 100 percent
gestion by a truck driver who was
of the interior mirrors used by
enamored with Herman Miller's
GM, Chrysler, and American Mo- progressive management. (Herman
tors and about 70 percent of
Miller is a furniture factory loFord's. Donnelly also supplies
cated in Zeeland). The system was
about 75 percent of all outside
inaugurated and has produced
mirrors and between 70 and 80
what Richard Arthur, senior vice
percent of all truck mirrors.
president of Donnelly Mirrors, has

*

DONNELLY Mirrors employees working under Scanlin Flan.
cautiously termed, "a fair amount
sought the most work for the least
of success."
pay and labor vice-versa.
What the Scanlin system operARTHUR FELT that it has not
ates on is encouragement of and
been until the last ten years that
response to employee suggestions. the Scanlin plan has really started
At Donnelly this is implemented
to take hold at Donnelly. But the
by grouping employees with simi- results have been appreciable.
lar jobs into "work teams."
For example, $850,000 in
wage
increases have been granted
THE TEAMS have some power
in
the
last 5 years and $1.5
to act on their own suggestions
million was saved as a result of
but they also send a representative
employee
suggestions. Of that
to departmental meetings with
money
40
percent
has gone back
suggestions pertaining to their deto the workers in the form of
partment or to the company in
bonuses.
general.
DOLLAR PER employee proArthur pointed out the key to
duction has risen from $17,000 to
success in adoption of this system
$30,000 and the company's basic
is direct reinforcement of an emproduct,
the interior rear-view
ployee's desire to make suggesmirror, costs 25 percent less today
tions. All suggestions are printed
than
when it was introduced yet
with proper credit when they are
the
firm
makes 2Vi times the
implemented and reasons for reprofit.
jection are given if they are not.
Success with employee suggesIN THIS WAY, the manage- tions brought about yet another
ment benefits from the direct innovation at the company three
contact with problems and solu- years ago, the placing of all pertions that employees have and the
sonnel on a salaried basis. As a
employee in turn comes to under- result, tardiness and absenteeism
stand the perspective that must be has dropped from six percent to
utilized by the management.
below one percent.
Such trust, however, does not
ARTHUR FELT these were
come easily for it must overcome
direct results of allowing emthe predominant attitude between
ployees to share responsibility and
labor and management that each
feel their importance as individis trying to rip the other off.
uals. "In fact," he said, "our
Traditionally, management has
biggest problem is making workers

CmlQ&Jkt
of Saugatuck
Thru Wind, Rain, Sleet

and Snow, Those who
know go to the Crow.

Happy Hours
Wed. 6 to 10
Pitcher Beer & Pizza
Thursday 6 to 10
l-ltem Pizza $1.00

Crow Bar Open
Wed. thru Sat. Nights
Come meet your friends
at the Old Crow
Saugatuck
JAM SESSION SUN. 4 TO 8

stay home when they are sick.
Peer pressure is so great that
foremen must always be on the
watch for those too sick to
work."
Despite the fact that little can
be done toward increasing job
interest, (in terms of crews working toward a finished product as is
being tried on some car assembly
lines) employees seem to like it at
Donnelly. Job turnover there is
about 10 percent in a field where
30 percent is respectable and 100
percent is not unheard of.
Of course the system has a few
drawbacks, one of which is deciding just where to draw the line on
power granted to employees so
anarchy does not result. Conceivably, workers could go so far as to
elect a company president, though
few managers in today's business
world would think that was sound
policy.
A MORE serious hindrance is
the fact that this system must be
instituted by the management
which is apt to institute a relinquishing of power clause, in order
to protect their position.
And it must be done for the
right reasons; merely farming employees for money-saving suggestions without granting responsibility has backfired on more
than one occasion.

SPONSORED
BY

Purposes and goals H
by Bob Van Voorst

In last week's column, we discussed the need for
defining and carrying out a statement of purposes
and goals for the College as a Christian liberal arts
institution. Today we will examine some of the
major objections that have been raised against the
statement issued and revised by the Ad Hoc
Committee on Purposes and Goals.
THESE OBJECTIONS are: (1) The proposed
statement, if carried out, would seriously limit
academic freedom; (2) The - statement is "too
theological and philosophical"; (3) The statement is
ideal, not real.
The fear that the present statement, if and when
adopted, will lead to a restriction of academic
freedom is groundless for several reasons.
FIRST, THE statement itself affirms the obligation of scholars to "explore the endless possibilities
and mysteries of God's world, discovering, contemplating, and enjoying what God has given." Such an
affirmative statement as this cannot be said to imply
a restriction on academic freedom; indeed, it speaks
of a breadth of inquiry as deep and far as the mind
of man can reach.
Second, the Christian faith can serve as the
commitment which integrates our activity without
limiting the scope of our activities. The Christian
faith affirms that all truth is God's truth; hence the
members of a truly Christian college have the
obligation to become acquainted with all the major
forces of the past and present, Christian or nonChristian.
EVEN NON-CHRISTIAN ideas and events are a
part of God's world, and we would be amiss to
neglect them. The statement, in sum, affirms the
breadth which is necessary for academic freedom.
The college is called upon t o balance and
reconcile the twin demands of genuine Christian
commitment and academic freedom. It is my
contention that such a posture is b o t h necessary and
desirable. As the authors of the Danforth Report
have stated, * A definite institutional philosophy
does not preclude a genuine exposure of the student
to alternative views nor prevent free inquiry and
expression on the part of the faculty."
THIRD, THE contention that a predominantly
Christian faculty would homogenize the atmosphere
of the College and thus destroy academic freedom
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or excellence is mistaken. It is based on the false
assumption that Christian professors cannot or will
not teach subjects or ideas that contradict their
faith.
Such a notion has already been disproven in our
college community, for some of the most dedicated
Christian teachers are the same professors who are
known for exposing their students in an objective,
scholarly way to the widest number of viewpoints.
Commitment does not preclude comprehensiveness;
Christian learning is accompanied by Christian
liberty.
THE CONTENTION that the proposed statement on purposes and goals is too "philosophical"
and theological" at the expense of being practical
is basically incorrect.
It should be recognized that a basic statement on
the purposes and goals of the college should
precede and be the foundation of the "practical"
affairs of the college. To give a statement of our
practices without introducing it by our purposes is
not an adequately articulated educational philosophy; it does not speak to the most basic issue.
I AM NOT saying that a statement of practical
affairs is wrong, but if it remains ungirded by a
statement of our purposes and goals, it stands on a
weak foundation.
The last objection to the proposed statement
alleges that it is ideal, not real; that is, it describes
Hope not as it actually is, but as how those who are
committed to Christian higher education would like
it to be.
IT SHOULD BE quite apparent that those who
oppose such a statement are probably not in fact
carrying it out in their academic pursuits. Insofar as
these are concerned, the statement cannot be said to
mirror Hope as it is today.
Nevertheless, I contend that because of its
articulate definition of the roles of faith and
scholarship in the life of the college, the present
statement issued by the Ad Hoc Committee on
Purposes and Goals should be adopted and implemented. It is an "ideal" statement, to be sure; but
its ideal is like a shining star—we can never reach up
and fully grasp it, but we can use its light to guide
our course effectively.

Aeronautics board ponders;
student fares in jeopardy
The Civil Aeronautics Board
(CAB) has recently announced its
intention to cancel y o u t h standby, youth reservation, and family
fares because they are "unjustly
discriminato^y. , ,
THE CAB DID defer cancellation of these fares pending further
hearings on the question of adjustments to the normal fare schedule.
If enacted, the decision's impact will be two-fold. First, persons affected would have to pay
between 25 and 33 percent more
for their air line ticket. Secondly,
all youth fare cards would be
revoked.
IN AN ATTEMPT to reverse
the decision, a coalition to retain
air discount
fares has been

Seminar Series
presents Stanford
prof
Richard Bnbe
•

AS

f>

The Inaugural Year Seminar
Series will continue Feb. 5 and 6
when the Hope science department presents Dr. Richard Bube,
professor at Stanford University.
Bube, the series' second lecturer,
is a member of the Department of
Material Science and Electrical
Engineering at the Palo Alto institution.
A professor not only well
qualified in his professional field,
Bube is also in demand for lectures and discussions regarding
science and Christian faith.
Editor of the Journal of the
American Scientific Affiliation (a
journal devoted to views of Christian scientists), Bube has published numerous works. These
include a Textbook
of Christian
Doctrine, The Encounter Between
Christianity and Science and The
Human Quest: A Look at Science
and Christian Faith.
The renowned speaker will
present his main lecture at 8:30
p.m., Tuesday in Winants.

formed, sponsored by the National Student Lobby and Continental
Marketing Corporation.
The purpose of the coalition,
according to Russell Lehrman,
President of Continental Marketing Corp., "will be to alert
every traveler affected, and advise
them that they may lose their air
fare reductions if they don't act
now." Continental is a youth fare
card sales concern.
THE COALITION told the
anchor that an open appeal in
advertising form will be mailed to
all college newspapers. The ad will
include a tear-out letter, to be
signed by readers, appealing to
Congress to act pn legislation that
can pave the Way for continuation
of these discount fares.
A bill to retain air discount
fares is being sponsored in the
Senate by Sen. John Moss, D Utah, and in the House of Representatives by Rep. James Harvey,
D - M i c h . The proposal will take
the form of an amendment to the
anti-skyjacking bill.

HOPE student talks to j o b counselor during career night held last Thursday in DeWitt Curtural Center.

AdAB adds spring recess to schedule
by Annetta Miller
Students and faculty can look
forward to a fall recess again next
year plus an additional break during the spring semester. This decision came as part of the Administrative Affairs Board's calendar
proposal for 1973-74, examined
at their meeting Tuesday.
The calendar approved by the
board will include two four-day
vacations. The fall break is
scheduled for Friday, Oct. 12 to
Wednesday, Oct. 17 and winter
break is set for Wednesday, Feb.
20 to Monday, Feb. 25.
According to Dean for Academic Affairs Morrette Rider,

these dates were chosen in an
attempt to divide each semester
into three approximately equal
time blocks.
Some doubt was voiced as to
whether or not the fall break
should be deleted from the calender on the grounds that t w o
breaks during the fall semester
would cause transportation problems for students and disrupt the
continuity of classes.
Mark DeRoo, student representative, reported however, that students surveyed showed almost
unanimous support for retaining
the fall break.
The winter break was added to
the calendar to provide a much-

"...people who know
there's more to this whole
Living thing than meets the
eye: they'll be with
Jonathan Seagull all the way.

needed respite from the long duration of classes between the semester and spring breaks. Rider said.
Next year's semester break will
begin on the last day of exam
week, Dec. 20, and end with the
beginning of second semester
classes Jan. 14, making that vacation only one day shorter than
this year's.
An earlier proposal had pushed
for further shortening of the
break, stating that the three-week
vacation seemed almost too long
for some students. However, it
was noted that the longer break is
helpful for those students who
plan to work or travel.
Spring vacation was set for
March 29 to April 8 to coincide
with area school closings. A letter
from Dr. Lamont Dirkse, chairman of the education department
stated that if the two vacation
schedules failed to coincide, the
approximately one hundred student teachers would most probably be required to remain on campus during vacation.
"With the relatively minor emphasis on student teaching pos-
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The Board will continue discussion on a proposal by Assistant
Professor of Physics Dr. Chris
Schmidt to eliminate the first
semester exam schedule and hold
exams during the last several class
days.
The
Board tentatively approved 5 days in each semester for
exams. First semester exams will
run from Saturday, Dec. 15 to
Thursday, Dec. 20 with a reading
day on Friday, Dec. 15.
Second semester exams will be
Monday, May 6 to Friday, May
10. A change was made to hold a
half day of classes on May Day,
Friday, May 3rd. This also marks
the beginning of reading days. In
other action the board gave final
approval for the 1973 summer
school calendar.

Key '73 campaigns;
MOCP heads crusade
by Marcy Darin

Jonathan

sible within the context of a
liberal arts college, it is unrealistic
for our students to miss two
weeks of teaching time in the
spring because of conflicting
spring vacation schedules," he
said.

Key '73 is a year-long campaign to bring the message of
Christ to every person in America.
It is a "large evangelistic outrage."
It is Christianity becoming aggressive, taking its role of discipleship
seriously.
KEY ' 7 3 at Hope is, according
to Chaplain William Hillegonds, "a
local expression of a nationwide
program and is designed to bring
the message of Christ and an
increase in religious commitment
to the entire campus."
This goal will be accomplished
chiefly through the use of a survey prepared by the Ministry of
Christ's People. The survey will
focus on the question of the
individual's concept of Christ and
religion.
HILLEGONDS emphasized the
individualistic nature of the survey, which is intended to realize

BOYCOTT THE
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37 E. 8th Street
Lockers Clothing Store
137 E. Main, Zeeland
Rutgers R J Men's Store
8 W. 8th Street

for the student a more personal
faith.
He noted that the survey
method is a complete approach, in
that it reaches not only those
non-Christians, but also those not
totally committed to Christianity.
Another important aspect of
this program involves the use of
ministry on the student level.
Roger De Young, assistant to the
chaplain and pilot of the Key '73
mission, stated that many opportunities are available to those
wishing to increase their commitment to Christ.
V O L U N T E E R S are needed to
administer the survey", he said,
"and the nine weekly services at
the chapel require student direction, to say nothing of work in
the community."
Campus Crusade, an offshoot
of the Ministry of Christ's People,
laid the groundwork for such a
survey method, by instituting a
similiar survey in the freshman
Bible study program.
DESPITE THE nature of the
campus-wide campaign, Key ' 7 3
possesses a notable flaw, explained by Chaplain Hillegonds.
"Because the program is run on
the calendar year, the semester
divisions make smooth operations
difficult. Some 600 freshmen
enter in the fall, and the staff of
the Ministry of Christ's People
changes as well."
A training session for volunteers wishing to administer the
survey will take place Sunday at 2
p.m. in Room 12 of the chapel
basement.
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A reasonable doubt
who were responsible for the ouster
remain mute-the community anxiously awaits the next swing of the
ax. Rumor is rampant, the apprehension heightened.
We of the anchor know little
about the circumstances of the ouster. We only fear, as do others here,
the implications of the act and look
apprehensively toward the future. It
seems, though that the honeymoon
is over, positions must be taken and
that the administration has begun
asserting its will. We hope its will will
not become the arbitrary determinant of school policy.
We hope the community can remain one in purpose and that those
immediately affected by the decions
matter how sound the action, those of campus administration have a
already apprehensive are likely to deciding voice in shaping those decireact somewhat irrationally.
sions.
Specifically, the anchor urges creAfter making gains in admissions
last year, inaugurating a new presi- ation of a faculty committee which
dent, and further enlarging its physi- will have a strong voice in decisions
cal plant, Hope looked forward to a made concerning their futures. Benew and successful era in its history. fore a faculty member can be disThis year the gains in admissions missed the reasons for his ouster be
have been reversed. Projected enroll- discussed before this committee,
ment for '73-74 is discouraging, which will then issue an advisory
setting a budget deficit for the com- opinion to the president.
ing year at nearly $200,000.
Of course, the president will have
Purported changes in administra- the final decision to make. But he
tive policy, the tightening of the will be able to make a more intellischool budget and the slump which gent decision when all sides are
seems always to follow a big day in heard.
the life of any institution have
Finally, we hope the student is
brought anxiety into the Hope com- not left out of this decision-making
munity.
process. Student opinion of profesThis week, that apprehensive com- sors needs to be given careful
munity witnessed the ousting of two thought, as they are the ones who
of its members. The administrators are affected most.
When money is plentiful, be it in
the coffers of a nation, an industry
or a college, those in power may err
and, if they do not make gross
errors, the body may survive on its
surplus funds. When however, money
is tight, decisions become more critical, priorities must be carefully examined and those involved in the
processes of the group may feel
threatened.
This tension breeds suspicion, and
if administrative action is taken, no
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Readers speak out

Answers demanded
I wish that I could write an intelligent
letter questioning the decision to terminate
Dr. Edward Ervin's contract. But I am only
too aware of my own ignorance of the
facts surrounding that decision and similar
ones that have been made this week. 1
write to protest my own ignorance.
IT SEEMS TO ME that certain questions must be raised and some information
gained by the students of this college. We
are continually left unaware of decisions
that have major ramifications for our academic careers. As it stands now, we cannot
knowledgeable challenge decisions made by
the administration concerning faculty

dear editor
members, because we have no knowledge.
We cannot dispute a single judgment
until we are aware of policy. Perhaps the
Administration will answer, for no one has
cared enough to ask them to define their
policies. Well, many care and feel that this
school cannot continue to function honorably until certain things are set straight.
WHAT ARE THE processes of professor
evaluation at this college; I know that
professors are judged at two levels-as a
teacher in the classroom and as a scholar in
their respective field. How is an individual
evaluated at either level? Are the amount
he has published and the number of conferences he has attended used as the
criteria for a scholar?
How and by whom is a teacher measured in the classroom? Why do students
have no role in this process? Do evaluations
take place at regular intervals or are they
initiated by someone? Are they performed
by the department chairmen only? Who's
judgement is the final one? Can the students do anything to overturn a decision
made concerning a faculty member? I do
not know where to turn for answers to
these questions.
WHEN THINKING ABOUT the above, I
thought of h o w important individuals are
in one's academic pursuits. Thinging back,
I remembered a lecture by Dr. Coughenour
in which he told us of a teacher under
whom he had been privileged to learn-and
of the great wealth of knowledge and

personal stimulation he experienced as a
result.
Certainly, the bulk of the knowledge in
a given course is the same, regardless of the
professor. But individuals have tremendous
effects on students. How they feel about
their subject, and how the students feel as
a result are important, yet probably cannot
be measured on an evaluation sheet. Is
anything done to compensate for the inherent artificiality of a classroom evaluation?
PROBABLY THE MOST important
questions are ones that only Dr. Van Wylen
can answer. What is his policy at Hope
College? What are his goals for the school?
I read his statements in the Anchor concerning the philosophy of the college and
heard his speech at inauguration.
But translated into practical t e r m s what does it mean for us? Does it mean we
shall have only professors who are Christ i a n s - a n d who will teach their subject with
a literal, easily discernible Christian slant?
If we are to be " p r o t e c t e d " , we cannot be
allowed to think. If we are to be treated
like children who can make n o decisions on
their own, we must be made aware of it.
I ask that the students of this school be
informed of what an eudcation here means.
We have a right and a need to know more
about the procedures and policies of Hope
College.

/Vexx
art buchwald

Reporters' problem
by Art Buchwald
Copyright © 1 9 7 2 , Los Angeles Times Syndicate

WASHINGTON-There seems to be
some kind of a campaign by Administration officials to discredit the press. How
successful it'll be depends on the public,
which hasn't been too happy with the
media lately because it keeps bringing them
such bad news.
ONE O F THE problems is that the
public doesn't understand the role of the
press in its dealings with the government.
To make it easier to comprehend we
present a little multiple choice questionnaire for everyone to take. It shows the
quandary we're in every day.
1. YOU, A REPORTER, have just
covered a Senate hearing where Gordon
Rule, the U.S. Navy's expert in procurement, has testified that Litton Industries
overcharged the Navy millions of dollars on
ships it promised to build. It was also
brought out in testimony that Roy Ash,
the President's choice to head the Office of
Management and Budget, was not a very
good manager when he was president of
Litton. You:
(A) write the story quoting Mr. Rule's
charges;
(B) kill the story because it reflects
badly on the Navy;
(C) try to prove Mr. Rule is incompetent for criticizing a presidential
appointee;
(D) sell your stock in Litton Industries.
2. YOU GO TO A Pentagon briefing
and are told by a Defense Department
spokesman that B-52s did not hit a hospital
in Hanoi although you saw photographs of
the damaged hospital on television the
night before. You:
(A) accept the spokesman's word for
it;
(B) question him on the veracity of
the Pentagon;
(C) forget about it and have lunch
with Assistant Deputy of Defense
for Public Affairs;
(D) decide not to watch television any
more because it only confuses
you.
3. YOU'RE ASSIGNED to the White
House and Press Secretary Ron Ziegler tells
you no one in the White House had
anything to do with the Watergate bugging.
You:
(A) let out three cheers;
(B) accept the statement without further checking, which guarantees
you a choice hotel room when the
President goes to Key Biscayne;
(C) congratulate Ziegler for his candor;

Leslie Cameron

(D) ask a few tough questions that
will make Ziegler so mad he'll ban
your newspaper from covering
White House social events.
4. YOU'RE A television correspondent and you discover a person high in the
Department of Agriculture has personally
profited on the Soviet grain deal and cost
farmers in the southwestern United States
millions of dollars. You:
(A) forget it because it would make
people question the Department
of Agriculture's grain policies;
(B) forget it because the taxpayers
will pay for it anyway;
(C) forget it because farmers make
too much money;
(D) forget it because the license of the
TV station you work for is up for
renewal
5. YOU'VE BEEN assigned to the
State Department and you hear that onethird of the Cambodian army, which the
United States is paying for, doesn't exist.
The salaries of this phantom army are
going into the pockets of Cambodian politicians and officers. You:
(A) seek confirmation of this story,
which is refused on the grounds
that it's classified material;
(B) print the story, which will give aid
and comfort to the enemy;
(C) find yourself the object of an FBI
investigation into your ideological
background;
(D) decide it isn't news, and you are
personally invited to a cocktail
party for the Shah of Iran given
by Secretary of State William
Rogers.
6. YOU ARE THE editor of a large
Eastern Establishment newspaper. A man
brings you a batch of Pentagon papers
showing how we got into Vietnam and
what a mess each administration has made
of our involvement there. You:
(A) print the papers and find yourself
being sued by the government for
breach of faith;
(B) turn the papers over to Congress
and find yourself indicted for
handling stolen property;
(C) write an editorial against the war
and are attacked by name in
Dayton, Ohio, by Vice President
Agnew;
(D) refuse to print the papers on the
grounds it's not in the national
interest, and President Nixon in
gratitude gives one of your reporters an exclusive interview on what
he thinks of the Washington Redskins.
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anchor review

T.V. '73; Kung Fu roams wild west, "Love" bombs
Editor's note: this week's anchor
review is co-written by junior
psychology major Paul Bach and
junior philosophy major Joe Filonowicz. They examine the new
ABC television series Kung Fu and
take a look at the returning comedy series, Love, American Style.
National television has started
its "second season", which is the
networks' vehicle for dumping big
losers and trying to patch up their
Nielsen ratings with an onslought
of new (and usually ill-conceived)
sitcoms, a dazzling array of meaningless and uncalled for specials
(save as a respite against the drible
known as regular programming)
and a massive reshuffling of program times to pit the "biggies"
one against the other.
THE RESULT is that no one is
quite sure when their old favorite
shows are programmed. The viewing audience is forced to sift
through a new batch of silliness
for one or two decent shows per
evening and the surviving series
earn their right to be, not through
excellence, but rather through
their basic mediocrity that offends no one and therefore guarantees them a position on the
summer rerun schedule.
This season does have one
happy surprise, however. ABC has
made a series out of a "made-fortelevision" movie which brought
high audience praise as well as
good Nielsens on a test-run during
the last viewing season.

f

KUNG FU IS a weekly based
on a Chinese Buddhist priest of
the Tao-Lin order who is travelling through the wild west in
order to find his spiritual r o o t s his mother was American.
The prejudice which existed at
the time against "Orientals," and
Kung Fu's tendency to spout aphorisms approximating enigmatic
tautologies provides, what has to
be the most morally gratifying
story-line on
television since
Father Knows Best.
KUNG FU IS NOT your ordinary Oriental. Rather, he is armed
with supra-human powers of perception which allow him to fend
off the aggressiveness of amoral
western America in the last half of
the 19th century. He poses as a
simple man looking for his des-

tiny, armed only with a sense of
right.
That certainly is a refreshing
contrast to John Wayne's mightmakes-right cowboy stereotype.
ON THE LAST segment, a
dying Confederate general is robbed of his land, health, sons and
daughter's virtue by t 4 the Yankees". He asks Kung Fu, "If 1
ain't got a right to revenge, who
has?" Kung Fu replies with sweeping finality, " N o one."
That's hardly the typical reply
of the run-of-the-corral cowboy
and is an answer to an ethical
dilemma that is new to the American viewer. And in that, the show
will find its success.
BEYOND ALL of the Easternmystical trappings and the obvious moralizing, Kung-Fu runs
counter to the American grain. He
believes he is right and that the
good can be done without exploiting others. As camp as the
show is destined to become, after
all, that is a healthier moral diet
that the bullet-in-the-gut justice
T.V. westerns usually feature. And
Kung Fu doesn't carry a gun! (Of
course, neither did Andy of Mayberry.)
Kung Fu carries only a sense of
the essential unity of all things.
He can't cay " N o " to anybody
asking for his help, for he would
be in effect saying no to himself.
HE BRINGS peace not by
breaking the spine of the " b a d "
cowboy at the request of the
" g o o d " widow, but rather by
showing, in one way or another,
the good widow her own evil and
the bad cowboy the good in
things he is " u n f o r t u n a t e l y " unable to see.
Kung Fu, by using some of his

Chinese fighting arts, does have
the ability to show us what we
really want to see: violence. It is
violence against violence, though.
He floors a band of desperados
with their own punches, swats
aside a flurry of Indian arrows
with the first shot at him after
nonchalantly catching it in flight.
BUT NO MATTER how happy
Kung looks in his vision of unity
and peace in things, he doesn't
quite convince us that that dirty
slob in the saloon exclaiming
philosophically, " Y o u know them
Orientals, they think different
than we d o , " is as much a part of
the Universal Atman-Soul as we
are.
And he never quite makes us
understand why he's so anxious to
find his roots, but we're on his
side because he's right (?), so we
think.

THE
MOST
disappointing
thing about the new season is that
Love, American
Style
has returned. Now in its third season,
this half-hour series of cute vignettes thrives on verbal and
visual gags that would make
Woody Allen blush. The show
simply isn't f u n n y , unless six minutes of middle-class bedroom dialogue is funny.
The other problem with the
show is its mislabel. The show's
topic is not love, or Americans,
but rather the old sexual shell
game, or, "Where can I get it?"
WHILE DOUBTLESS tickling
the prurient fancies of the average
Holland
white-collar
worker,
watching two or more adults (?)
on the make simply isn't entertaining.
There's lot's of verbal goosing
and tweaking, but it's all for no

discernable reason. None of the
actors seem to know why all this
quasi-sensual jockeying is going
on. Nobody has any fun! This
tongue-in-cheek approach to sex
seems no more satisfying for those
taking part than for those viewing.
AND THIS lack of enjoyment
is probably why the show is
American. As Rollo May put it,
"The old Puritans repressed sex
and were passionate; today's
American represses passion and is
sexual."
Just once, one wishes that
someone on the show would "succeed," but of course they never
do. And that, ladies and gentlemen is because sponsors will pay
for seduction, but intercourse just
doesn't go on prime time television. After all, if the kids see it
on television, they might grow up
to act that way as adults.
^
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p. boddy ponders

Boddy's bummers

z

by Paul Boddy
THE USE OF SLANG in description often
clouds the truth of a matter. It is much easier to
" r i p - o f f something than it is to steal it. The
negative connotation of steal more adequately
describes the act of illegal confiscation than does
the morally neutral term "rip-off."
"BUMMER" IS ANOTHER obfuscating, pseudohip expression that I have a grudge against. I'd
rather have a person tell me that he discovered his
fifth and most expensive parking ticket, found a
pickle in his Saga cereal and got bombarded by the
8 a.m. sortie of the Carnegie pigeons than to have
him simply dismiss his experiences with: "This
morning was a bummer."

ONE RENT-A-COP was taken to Holland hospital with b u r n s - n o t from the fire, but from the rope
that was used to trip, strangle, and push back the
crowds.
OVERHEARD AT THE fire: "If this is SAC's
idea of a study break 1 think they've overstepped
their bounds."
THIS WEEK'S STUDY tip: The National Enquirer is an unsuitable source for most term papers.

MOST O F THE MUSIC played on the Phelps
sound system is by Little Steve and the Statics.
PREDICTION ON THE Calvin game: The referees will make at least four bad calls against Hope.
THE FATE OF KING Oedipus seems to be the
ultimate human catastrophe, but it could have been
worse. Howard Cosell could have been there for a
post-tragedy interview.
THE "MASS F I R E " WAS a bargain in entertainment value. The Holland Fire Department did a
generally commendable job, but the three clowns on
hose two, kept missing the second floor window of
Ekster's paint store.

f

Workers on strike

Chicano union calls for boycott of Farah pants
More than 2000 MexicanAmerican workers, members of
the Amalgamated Clothing Workers Union, are on strike against
the Farah Manufacturing Co. of El
Paso, Texas. Farah is one of the
largest makers of mens' slacks and
jeans in the nation, with annual
sales of more than $160 million.
THE STRIKE, NOW in its
seventh m o n t h , was begun because Farah refused to accept
unionization of its employees and
allegedly used " b r u t a l 1930's tactics" to deny these workers their
right to organize.
More than three years ago the
Amalgamated Clothing Workers of
America was asked by Farah employees t o help them organize
workers at the company's huge El
Paso plant. The union's conduct
throughout the three-year orga-

nizing period has been strictly in
accordance with regulations and
its reputation as a union has been
excellent since it was started, according to the National Labor
Relations Board.
THE FARAH COMPANY, according to strikers, has not been
as fair. " A t the very outset of the
organizing activities those employees who were active in the
union were fired. Almost 100
employees were fired for exercising their right to organize."
These firings were cited by the
labor board, which has officially
charged the Farah Company with
"unfair labor practices."
The board held a hearing Oct.
2 in El Paso on various complaints
against the company. The strikers
alleged the company, "threatened
and intimidated peaceful pickets

by the use of vicious un-muzzled
guard dogs; photographed employees engaged in picketing and
demonstrations; maintained close
surveillance of various workers to
intimidate them and prevent them
from supporting or sympathizing
with the union; and threatened
the workers with 4 harsh treatment' if they became active in
union affairs."
THE STRIKERS' representatives said many scab laborers are
being illegally brought over the
border by Farah to replace the
striking workers, adding these
Mexican laborers are intimidated
by the company into not joining
the strike. Farah argues that the
company pays more than other
clothing manufacturers in the area
but the pay scale in El Paso is
generally very low (El Paso is
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attractive to the clothing industry
because of its enormous pool of
cheap Mexican-American labor).
Work for which employees at
Farah receive $69 per week take
home pay brings union clothing
workers in the area $102. The . r
average annual pay at Farah is
$3588 which is, according to
government statistics, not enough
to support a family of four.
SUPPORT FOR THE strikers
has come from many concerned
individuals
and
organizations
throughout the nation. The AFLClO has launched a nation-wide
effort to publicize the boycott of
Farah slacks and provide literature
about the strike for both consumers and retail store management.
Recently, at an AFL-CIO
American Postal Workers Union
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convention in New Orleans, 1500
delegates staged a massive demonstration at the city's leading
department store. The National
Student Association is planning to
work through its representatives
and student government leaders to
organize boycotts against clothing
shops that sell Farah slacks in
campus areas.
The strikers claim that the success of this strike will mean a
victory for not just Farah workers
but all clothing workers in the El
Paso area. "If Farah becomes
unionized it will most likely be
followed by a general unionization of the clothing plants in the
area-meaning that these workers
can be assured of decent wages
and a better standard of living," a
union spokesman said.
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Jose Ferrer discusses American film, theater
continued from page 1
heard him tell stories and anecdotes and persuaded Ferrer to
audition.
' i n those days Princeton was
all-men so boys played the parts
of girls," he recalled. "I tried out
and ended up playing the comedy
lead in the show. That was my
introduction to theater."
He spent three years trying to
avoid acting because he thought it
was "a foolish life." "Although 1
enjoyed it I didn't think it would
make a sensible career, but 1
finally decided it was what 1 really
wanted to d o . "
Ferrer knew some classmates
who had been successful as young
talents in New York. They helped
him get a job as assistant stage
manager and truck driver for a
theater.
"My first job was in a play
called A Slight Case of Murder
which ran nine weeks in New
York. I began as third stage manager and graduated to head stage
manager. After the show closed 1
did some more stage managing.
Then I got lucky and got some

small but very showy parts-my
career moved very rapidly at
first," he continued. When trying
to break into theater and movies,
is it more important what you
know or who you know? 44 'Who
you know' might be a good one
for two shots but it never saw
anybody through a career. If you
haven't got what it takes knowing
anybody isn't going to help you if
you can't deliver the goods," Ferrer stated.
In Ferrer's day, aspiring young
actors and directors learned f r o m
radio and summer stock. " T h e
training ground today is offBroadway, off-off-Broadway and
television," he said. "Regional
theatre is also increasing in importance for this purpose," he added.
Since the 'SO's television has
had an increased impact on American society. Obviously, people
can stay home and, for less expense than going to the theater,
relax and enjoy tubular entertainment. Ferrer, however, believes
this to be detrimental to American theater.
" T o a large extent the taste of

an audience has been brutalized
by the abysmal level of television
e n t e r t a i n m e n t , " he alleged. "If
the masses sit there, drink in
hand, and watch The Beverly Hillbillies you can't also expect them
to enjoy theater which is disciplined-going to a numbered seat,
you don't smoke or drink, you
don't put your feet on the tablewhere you must work intellectually."
Violence in the performing arts
has been a provocative subject
lately. Films like Straw Dogs and
A Clockwork
Orange, with their
graphic violence, have shocked
audiences but have been box office successes. Ferrer commented
that violent films are not really
satisfying to the audience.
Violence in films is like using
d r u g s - y o u need a bigger and bigger jolt every time. It is a road of
no r e t u r n , " he declared. He also
maintained that " t h e business of
an art form is suggestion." "What
is the difference between suggesting and actually showing a man
being beaten?" he queried.
There are several artists who

stand out in Ferrer's mind as
having the most influence on films
today. "People like Bergman, Fellini, T r u f f a u t and Renet have had
profound e f f e c t , " he said. He also
indicated some young filmmakers
who seem to show talent.
"What they d o n ' t seem to have
today is staying power. Except for
a few notables, directors seem t o
come and go," Ferrer stated.
Some of the men who have
directed him on the screen include
such giants as John Huston, O t t o
Preminger, Stanley Kramer and
the best of them all in his opinion,
David Lean. On the stage he has
worked for Josh Logan, Howard
Lindsay, George Abbott and numerous others.
Ferrer's favorite performance
on film was his portrayal of a
Turkish colonel in Lawrence of
Arabia.
As a director, the play he
enjoyed the most was The Shrike,
which won a Pulitzer Prize in
1952. But he c o m m e n t e d , " T h o s e
of us who do these t h i n g s - o n c e
it's over, it's over-and you d o n ' t
waste time sitting around thinking
back; you go on to the next
problem.
"Outsiders are very romantic
about other people's professions
but a worker simply does his job
and when it's over goes on to the
next problem," he said.

Ferrer had no second thoughts
about making a musical of Cyrano. He was confident that none of
the original meaning of the script
would be lost through music declaring, "when you remove a lot
of dialogue and replace it with
music you reduce the play to its
basic essentials, which is two fellows in love with the same girl."A lot of the ornament is
removed but the core of the play
remains and is actually strengthe n e d , " he said. " A s we k n o w , " he
continued, " o t h e r plays have been
successfully converted to music,
such as Pygmallion
to My Fair
Lady and The Matchmaker
to
Hello, Dollyr
He added, " t h e music seems to
live up to the music but we won't
know till the audience tells us."
Ferrer is pleased and impressed
with his stay at Hope so far.
"We've enjoyed it very much because we have received a great
deal of cooperation and enthusiasm f r o m everyone here," he said.
Ferrer hopes to take the musical Cyrano around the country
and eventually to Broadway.
Ferrer looks forward to directing more plays. "I enjoy directing
more than acting because you
control the entire canvas. The
director is responsible for everything that happens from when the
lights dim until the show is over."

Job market improves
for graduating seniors

JOSE F E R R E R

Seventeen recognized

Professors granted awards
Grants for summer study or
research have been awarded to 17
faculty members, according to
Dean for Academic Affairs Morrette Rider.
DR. ROBERT Coughenour,
associate professor of religion has
been named the Den Uyl Fellow
for 1973. The award is given
annually to a teacher of established reputation and marked distinction.
Coughenour will spend a major
portion of the summer studying
Aijlun, a 13th C. iron mine located in Northern Transjordan.
JACK RIDL, instructor in
English, is the recipient of the
Julia Reimold award which is
presented to the faculty member
whose proposal for summer research in writing is considered to
best embrace those spiritual and
cultural values which motivated
the Hope's founder, Dr. Albertus
C. Van Raalte.
Ridl plans to complete a volume of poetry and to write a
screen play on drug abuse for the
Reformed Church in America.
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F I F T E E N FACULTY members
have been designated recipients of
grants established through a gift
to the college by the Matthew
Wilson F o u n d a t i o n .
Dr. William Cohen, assistant
professor of history, will continue
his research in the National Archives in Washington, and in several southern states on the topic,
"Negro
Involuntary
Servitude
during the Reconstruction Perio d . " Dr. Cohen has recently published an article on the subject.
JOAN CONWAY, assistant professor of music, will attend master
classes in piano at the Peabody

Conservatory, studying with leadDr. Lynn Hoepfinger, associate
ing concert artists including Leon
professor of chemistry, will underFleisher, Walter Hautzig, Jacob
take laboratory research on techLateiner and Lili Kraus.
niques for the removal of blood
Dr. John Creviere, associate clots in pulmonary arteries while
professor of French, will continue
Jantina Holleman, associate prohis work in preparing an anno- fessor of music, will attend the
tated edition of Michel de Ghel- Royal Conservatory of Music in
derode's theatre, with source T o r o n t o , studying the elementary
material to be gathered in Brussels music methods and techniques of
at the Bibliotheque Royale and
Carl Orft and Zoltan Kodaly.
private collections.
DR. RALPH Ockerse, profesDR. J E R R Y DUSSEAU,
sor
of biology, will engage in
assistant professor of biology, will
molecular
biological research conundertake the study of an emercerned
with
mammalian horging concept in physiology, the
widespread occurrence of rhyme- mones. Lambert Ponstein, profestic f u n c t i o n with particular rela- sor of religion, will be in T o r o n t o
tion to various forms of wildlife. to study the Ontario Department
Dr. Sheldon Wettack, associate of Education's approach to the
professor of chemistry, will travel study of world religions in the
to Jerusalem, Israel, to present a secondary schools of Canada.
This will be done in connection
research paper on single vibronic
with
the newly developed prolevel energy transfer at the VII
gram
at Hope for the training
International
Conference
of
religion
teachers
for
public
Photochemistry, and to study
schools.
developments in physical chemistry at the Hebrew University and
DR. JAMES Seeser, assistant
at Tel-Aviv University.
professor of physics, will analyze
DR. PAUL VAN Faasen, assis- Grand River sediments using a
tant professor of biology, will special x-ray detector and the
conduct research in Lake Maca- college's Van de Graaff accelertawa investigating the vascular
ator.
plant flora of the lake and its
Dr. Christopher Schmidt, inshoreline with particular relation- structor in physics, will spend his
ship to fish life.
summer investigating the properInstructors in French, Judith
ties of the production reaction
Vickers and Maijorie Faber, will and final state particles in high
conclude a major study now in .energy reactions in the accelerator
progress in the use of individual- laboratory.
ized instruction for the elemenDr. Cotter Tharin, chairman of
tary sequence of French language
the geology department, will be
courses.
working in the Connecticut Valley
DR. RENZE Hoeksema, proUrban Area Project developing
fessor of political science, will
map folios indicating earth mateundertake to complete a book on
rials, water resources, and topoCommunism in the Philippines, at
graphic characteristics of the ConHarvard University.
necticut River Valley.

Graduating seniors can look
forward to increased career opportunities after graduation as the
nation seeks 16 percent more new
employees this year, according to
Ms. Myra Zuverink, director of
the career planning and placement
center
MS. ZUVERINK cited a report
by the National Council of Placement which listed engineering as
the field with the most job openings, especially for people with a
B.A. in that field. There is also a
13 percent increase in openings in
the business field, she reports.
The third largest amount of
openings will be for students with
no curriculum specified, which
Ms. Zuverink said could be a basic
liberal arts background. Employers desiring to place people in
training programs are looking for
students with a varied academic
background. The technical fields,
science and math, are the areas
with the fourth largest n u m b e r of
openings, Ms. Zuverink said.
NO SUBSTANTIAL increase in
teaching jobs will be seen in the
near future, she continued. Ms.
Zuverink said there are some
openings in rural and urban
schools, and the need for certified
teachers in preschool programs
and adult education is increasing.
She also noted that schools are
expected to have more job openings in about four years, because
large universities have cut down
enrollment
in
their
teachereducation programs. A rising
economy will also help stimulate
the job market.
CAREER NIGHT, held Jan.
25, was labeled a success by Ms.
Zuverink. She said the event will
continue annually and many companies are already planning more
recruitment trips to Hope.

She also mentioned that many
representatives at Career Night
stressed the advantages of a liberal
arts education in helping students
to speak and write well. Such
skills could prove useful in entering training programs.
"Things are looking u p , " Ms.
Zuverink said, although she was
not so optimistic about the teaching profession. She stressed that
the Career Planning and Placement Center has expanded from
just teacher placement to include
placement services for all majors.

Monetary gifts
awarded Hope by
DuPont chem. co.
Hope has been given two grants
totaling $6,000 by the E.I.du
Pont de Nemours and Company
under its educational aid program.
The grants are a $5,000 gift
designated for the college's chemistry department and a $1,000
unrestricted gift to be administered by President Gordon J. Van
Wylen. Du Pont, since initiating
its educational aid program in
1918, has awarded grants totaling
$38 million.
The awards re-affirm the company's c o m m i t m e n t to help maintain U.S. research and education
in science and engineering at a
peak of excellence and increase
the qualifications in these fields
according to T.L. Cairns, chairman of the DuPont c o m m i t t e e on
educational aid.
The gifts to Hope are among
$2.7 million in grants to 150
colleges and universities awarded
by DuPont this year.
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Events in war leading to ceasefire examined
Editor's note: this week's anchor
essay is written by sophomore
political
science major Rudy
Broekhuis. He reviews the history
of the war in Vietnam and the
events leading u p to the ceasefire.
At this point in time, with a
ceasefire in effect in Vietnam, it is
perhaps important that we take
one final look at the American
involvement in one of our longest
wars. The main thrust of this
article will be to examine the
events that resulted in the culmination of a ceasefire agreement.
HOWEVER, 1 feel it is also
important that we refresh our
memories of the history of the
conflict and proceed from there.
Bear in mind that space prohibits
a lengthy historical examination
of the Vietnam conflict; therefore, the historical background
presented will necessarily be brief
and by no means complete. On
that note let us begin.
Since the end of World War II
Communist aggression has threatened much of Southeast Asia. Aid
f r o m the Chinese Communists
helped to drive the French forces
out of Indochina. After the withdrawal of the French, the Geneva
agreement of 1954 divided Vietnam at the 17th parallel into
North Vietnam under the Communist rule of Ho Chi Minh and
S o u t h Vietnam under a government largely supported by the
United States. (By this same
agreement, Laos and Cambodia
achieved their independence f r o m
France.)
TO P R E V E N T the loss of any
more territory through armed attack or subversion in Indochina,
the United States and seven other
nations set up the Southeast Asia
Treaty Organization in 1954.
Our government accepted the
" D o m i n o T h e o r y " which held
that the loss of South Vietnam
would endanger Laos and Cambodia and lead to the Communist
takeover of other free countries in
Southeast Asia. At the request of
the South Vietnamese government
the United States provided financial help and limited military aid
to build up defense forces there.
AN
ESTIMATED
40,000
South
Vietnamese Communist
troops chose to go into the Communist N o r t h when Vietnam was
partitioned
in
1954.
About
10,000 Communists went underground in t h e South. In 1958,
Communists in the South disrupted the growing prosperity and
stability of South Vietnam with a
large scale terror campaign against
village and provincial officials.
Between 1956 and 1961, thousands of Communist-supported
guerrilla forces infiltrated South
Vietnam f r o m North Vietnam in a
Communist drive to take over the
S o u t h . In December 1961, President Kennedy decided to greatly
increase our military assistance
effort and to put U.S. aircraft into
operation in support of the South
Vietnamese ground troops.
IT IS important to understand
that the war in Vietnam was not a
spontaneous and local rebellion
against an established government.
It was a brutal and deliberate
campaign of terror and armed
attack, inspired, directed, supplied, and controlled by the Communist regime in North Vietnam.
To resist this threat, the United
States, under President Johnson,
again increased its military and
economic aid to South Vietnam.
By a vote of 502 to 2, Congress,
in the Gulf of Tonkin Resolution,
gave the President broad powers
t o prevent f u r t h e r aggression.

IN 1965 President Johnson
sent American combat units into
South Vietnam and issued orders
to b o m b North Vietnam. The
order to bomb selected military
targets in North Vietnam followed
large scale infiltration of South
Vietnam by regular North Vietnamese troops, an increase in
Communist guerrilla attacks, and
acts of terror against the civilian
population.
These problems, plus continued
political instability in
South Vietnam (after President
Diem was overthrown in 1963,.
ten successive governments assumed power within 18 months),
brought the country to the brink
of despair and failure.
FROM 1965 to 1969, the war
fluctuated between the initial
hopes for peace through negotiations and bombing pauses on the
one hand, and the increase in
troops and the increased intensity
of fighting on the other.
Until 1969 American military
strategy in Vietnam was based on
the doctrine that victory depended on the control of territory and
the attrition of the o p p o n e n t . We
failed to realize that a guerrilla
war differs very much f r o m conventional war and that in guerrilla
warfare the important thing is the
control over the population and
not of territory.
TO GAIN control over the
population, the guerrillas used terror and intimidation to discourage
cooperation with the established
government. It would have been
beneficial to the Saigon government to have instituted land reforms in South Vietnam.
Had that been done, the people
would have had more stake in the
war's o u t c o m e , and discontent
would have been considerably
less. Nevertheless, we fought a
military
war; our
opponents
fought a political one.
OUR
FORCES charged in
every direction in Vietnam hoping
to hold territory through search
and destroy operations. The essential result was that we were able
to hold most of the territory only
part of the time.
U.S. and South Vietnamese
forces would drive off the Communist guerrillas during the daytime, but once the government
forces left, the guerrillas would
return. The villagers felt they had
no real link of loyalty with the
Saigon government nor could they
at all be endeared to the government troops for their failure to
make the hamlet secure.
IT WAS NOT until Richard
Nixon was elected President that
changes in U.S. policy toward
Vietnam took place. A discussion
of those changes which culminated in the ceasefire agree-
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as our role in Vietnam comes to an end,
we must reunite our divided nation
and restore a sense of common purpose."

President Nixon instituted policy to win the c o m m i t m e n t of the
South Vietnamese. It involved
such efforts as political and economic development and administrative reform. However, the most
important requirement to gain
c o m m i t m e n t was to provide protection.
T H E R E WAS a shift of emphasis from search and destroy
operations to clear and hold operations (better termed protect and
expand operations). This policy
essentially involves the securing of
large population areas, and then
enlarging the area of protection as
it is cleared and policed. This
policy ended a previous, fundamental error.
A second new approach was a
reversal of our own c o m m i t m e n t
in South Vietnam. In our effort to
safeguard the independence of
South Vietnam, we had caused
our ally to become ever more
dependent on us for support. We
began Vietnamization of the war.

namese. It provided 85 percent of
the sophisticated weapons and
100 percent of the oil. It was a
small price for the Soviets to pay.
While we were directly tied
down in Vietnam, they virtually
had a free hand to work elsewhere. Yet President Johnson's
desire for a broad political accomodation with the Soviet Union
caused us to either ignore or
minimize that backing.
WE WERE frustrated in Vietnam and the Soviet Union was
making off like a thief. Still further, the Soviet contribution to
American frustration did not cost
them anything in terms of our
direct relations.
Far f r o m suffering politically
or economically, they received

magnificent offers of expanded
trade and easy credit f r o m the
Johnson Administration, which
had
asked-and
had g o t t e n nothing in return. This course of
action was to be changed.
PRESIDENT Nixon r e a l i z e d as did most foreign policy exp e r t s - t h a t Hanoi was not Moscow's p u p p e t , but it had to remain a respectful client in order
to keep Soviet aid flowing and to
balance the influence of nearby
Peking. If the Soviets, President
Nixon reasoned, were disposed to
see the, war ended and a compromise settlement ' negotiated,
they would have the means to
move the North Vietnamese to
the conference table.
The need was to impress upon
the Soviet leaders that as the
conflict continued the danger increased for the Soviet Union.
They had to realize that by the
grim m o m e n t u m of events, the
two super-powers could be hurled
together in a stark c o n f r o n t a t i o n ,
which could end with a catastrophic war that neither side
wanted.
WHAT WOULD be a means of
impressing this upon the Soviets?
A naval blockade and the mining
of Haiphong harbor. We had to
appear serious and determined.
The Soviets respected our seriousness and in turn pressured Hanoi.
Previously, President Nixon had
made "an end r u n " to P e k i n g making clear to the Chinese that
they, too, were involved in the
conflict.
Later he would visit Moscow
(during the blockade period) and
come f r o m a position of power
and determination. He would
come with trade offers and the
like^ but the mines in North Vietnamese waters could not be ignored. The Soviet Union was
made well aware of its stake in the
conflict.
T H E R E WERE, to be sure,
other supplementary factors which
aided in the culmination of the
ceasefire a g r e e m e n t - t h e manner
of negotiations for o n e - b u t these
must necessarily be left unmentioned at present. Perhaps at a
future time they can be discussed.
There is, indeed, much that must
still be said.
But what must now briefly be
said is that as our role in Vietnam
comes to an end, we must reunite
our divided nation and restore a
sense of common purpose. For
after the war in Vietnam ends,
America must continue.
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The Nixon Administration was in
search of a negotiated settlement
that could be best achieved when
the South Vietnamese were strong
enough to assume a place at the
peace table and survive the uncertain conditions of the eventual
settlement.
A FINAL basic change was in
the correction of the faulty assumption by the Johnson Administration that the Soviet Union
wanted an early end to the war in
Vietnam. Nothing could have
been f u r t h e r from the truth. The
Soviet Union was the senior partner backing the North Viet-
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ment will compose the bulk of the
remainder of this essay.
A discussion of the agreement,
the ensuing factors, and a look at
the f u t u r e for Southeast Asia will
provide the topics for forthcoming e s s a y - o n e which will
come after the initial hopes of the
optimists and the fears of the
pessimists have subsided.
THE NIXON Administration
was able to approach the war with
a fresh eye and was able to act
with a free hand. The immediate
understanding was that our objectives in Vietnam were political
and not military.
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Scots nip Hope; Dutch battle Calvin tomorrow
by Gary Jones
The Flying Dutchmen fell to
the Alma Scots last Wednesday
night 74-69.
Top scorer for the game was
Ed Bahle, Alma's strong forward.
Bahle scored 16 points in the first
period to lead the winners to a
32-31 half-time lead. The Flying
Dutchmen made 31 of 80 shots
for 39 percent while Alma collected 29 baskets out of 71 attempts
for 40 percent.

Hope placed four players in
double figures. Brian Vriesman led
the scoring for Hope with 21points followed by Walters and
Dave Harmelink with 14 each. Lee
Brandsma tallied 12 points. The
victory for the Scots was hard to
come by, as the lead changed
hands 21 times. In fact, the game
was undecided as to the victor
until the last few seconds.
WITH 4:22 LEFT on the clock
in the final period, Alma led

Jekel appointed director of
Research, Development Office
The appointment of Dr. Eugene Jekel to the new position of
Director of the Office of Research
and Academic Development at
Hope has been announced by
President Gordon J. Van Wylen.
Jekel, professor of chemistry at
Hope since 1955, will administer
the college's externally-funded
programs of research and related
academic activities. He will also

Join the anchor
and share the blame

continue his teaching responsibilities on a half-time basis.
" T h e increased funding for a
variety of research and teaching
functions at Hope gives rise to the
need to consider some structure
to administer and support these
programs," said Van Wylen.
Jekel received his B.A. degree
from Hope in 1952 and was
awarded his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees from Purdue University.
He served as chairman of
Hope's
chemistry
department
from 1967 to 1970 and for several
years has been director of a National Science Foundation summer institute for high schools of
advanced placement chemistry
held on the Hope campus.

Through the past

62-61. Within the next 38 seconds
the Scots rallied to a seven-point
lead. Tom Walters and Jack Klunder responded by tallying four
quick points to put the Dutch
within three, 68-65.
Cwayna for Alma and Klunder
exchanged baskets to maintain the
three point edge. Harmelink hit
on a jumper from the side scoring
Hope's last basket. Dave Meyer
upped Alma's lead to five by
collecting on two charity line
shots.
In the late seconds of the game
both Harmelink and Brandsma
fouled out. On the night, Hope
committed 20 fouls compared to
Alma's 14. Alma collected on 16
of their 21 chances at the line
while Hope, nine times at the line,
collected on seven.
BRANDSMA remained in his
shooting slump and failed to score
his 18 point average. Hope allowed 16 turnovers compared to
Alma's nine. The loss of rebounds
in the middle of the second half
combined with the numerous
turnovers and Alma's collection of
points from the charity line were
the deciding factors for Hope's
defeat.
Thursday, the Flying Dutchmen will seek revenge for last
year's defeat at the hands of
Calvin Knights. If Hope is ready
to play defense and Brandsma
performs as well as he did in his
opening game last year against
Calvin, it should be Hope's victory.
SOPHOMORE Brian Vriesman, one of MIAA's young talents, scores
two against Alma.

- OH -

by Jim McFarlane

by Merlin Whiteman
When Hope takes the floor
tomorrow night against the Calvin
Knights, the Dutch will be trying
to break a six-game losing streak
to their arch rivals. However, since
the ecumenical series started in
1917 (Hope 55, Calvin 10), Hope
has built up a 44-32 advantage.
THE GAME was once much
bigger than it is now. During the
first half of the sixties, WOOD
television carried the annual
games. During that time, tickets
were at a premium. Last year's
game wasn't a-sellout even at a
small gym like the Civic Center.
(Of course, the Holland-Holland
Christian game didn't sell out either, which says something about
basketball interest in western
Michigan.)
These games usually feature
very good basketball teams. As
evidence, 1 can point to the fact
that since Calvin came into the
MIAA in 1953, one of these two
teams have either won outright or
shared the conference title each
year, last year being the only
exception. (However, Hope and
Calvin have never tied for the
title). So besides the natural rivalry, there usually exists the pressure of a conference title.
ONE QUESTION that could be
raised is whether these games are
well played. An observer of many
Hope-Calvin
games,
Norm
" B u n k o " Jappinga, pointed out
that many times the players are so
tight a lot of mistakes occur. It is
true that when these two teams
get together, the rest of the season
goes out the window and is forgotten.
The rivalry began in 1917, but
the home-and-away format did
not start until the early forties.
During these initial years Hope
played Calvin every other year. In
these early games, Hope thoroughly outclassed the Knights, and it
was not until 1928 that Calvin
claimed a victory.
Some of the games through the
years were rather interesting.
IN 1942, when the "Whiz
Kids" of Hope (one of this
group's outstanding ball players
was Russ DeVette) were taking
the conference title, a player
named Don Mulder wore the
orange and blue.
Prior to the second Calvin
game of the season, Mulder re-

ceived word that he was to report
to the Army the day after this
traditional game. One can imagine
the desire to excel in what could
well prove to be his last game
ever. Throughout the first fifteen
games of the season, Mulder had
been whistled for only twenty
personals.
However, that night, a tearful
Don Mulder left the floor with
thirteen minutes remaining after
comitting his fifth foul. There is a
bright side of the story. After the
war, Mulder returned to Hope,
regained his old form, and in
1948, was the league's MVP along
with Lew Moon of Albion. After
college, he turned his talents to
surgery, and was recently awarded
a Silver Anniversary award by the
NCAA recognizing his medical accomplishments.
IN 1950 AND 1951, Calvin
took two games from the Dutch,
but it was in 1952 when the true
nature of this rivalry was shown.
That year Hope- won the MIAA
title, but in their first meeting
with Calvin, the Knights trounced
Hope 85-43. In the second encounter of the season, Hope
turned the tables 93-68.
The year 1959 is another example; that year Russ Devette put
together what was probabjy his
greatest t^api. Led by 6' 10 Paul
Benes, 6 8
Ray Ritsema, and
flashy guard Warren Vander Hill
(all three soared over the 1500
point mark in their careers), the
Dutch marched on Evansville,
coming out of the NCAA Great
Lakes Regional basketball tournament. In the national meet at
Evansville, they were defeated by
eventual
national
runner-up
Southwest Missouri 76-74.
THIS IS NOT the interesting
thing. The conference was strong
and wily that year; one team.
Olivet, tried stalling, but lost anyway 22-6. Hope did lose once in
MIAA play that year, however. As
you can guess, that team was
Calvin, and the score was 66-62.
1 don't want to drive this point
into the ground, but here is another cliff-hanger. Going into
their second encounter of the
1963 season, Hope was alone atop
the MIAA at 11-0; Calvin, on the
other hand, was struggling along
at 5-6. But in a televised game,
Hope edged out Calvin 68-66.

Matmen continue slide;
Cornell is unbeaten

THERE HAVE been a lot of
exciting ball games between these
two teams. Tom Renner, school
publicist who doubles as sports
informationist, felt the game of a
year later was the most exciting
game he had seen. The game went
into triple overtime before Hope
won the game and the conference
championship; it was the longest
game in Hope's history.
With six seconds left in the
third OT, Knight Kim Campball
had a free throw with the score
knotted at 102 apiece. Horror of
horrors, he missed it. Skinny, bespectacled Dan Kronemyer came
up with the ball and as he got
ready to throw a long pass, he was
fouled by Campball with no time
left on the clock. He went to the
other end of the court, sank the
free throw, and won the conference championship. After the
crowd finished with him, Kronemyer sank his second free throw.
BUT WHAT about tomorrow's
game? Well, "Artie Tuls," according to his coach Ralph Honderd,
"will play some, but 1 don't know
how much." Two weeks ago, the
MIAA All-Conference guard suffered four fractures, a depression
of the cheekbone, and a hole in
the back of the eye-socket cavity.
Honderd had this to say about
Hope. "Hope's a very good shooting team if thgy are on, and can
put a lot of pressure on you. We
hope to take the good shots away.
Rebounds will be a key factor."
HONDERD HIMSELF had a
story to tell about an exciting- 1
Hope-Calvin game. "When I was a
sophomore at Calvin in 1958, we
were down to Hope by four
points with 45 seconds to go, but
wound up winning the game by
six. One of the newspapers called
it a storybook finish, and I can
guess it was."
By chance you ever find yourself next to a Calvin graduate at a
bar or a dinner engagement, you
might be able to win a few bucks
with these facts. Lowest winning
score was 25 by Calvin in 1928;
Hope had 20. Highest winning
score was Calvin 105-Hope 71 in
1963. Lowest score by any team
was the ten turned in by Calvin in
the first game. Also, thirteen
MIAA most valuables have played
in this game, nine for Hope and
four for the Knights.

When a season that shows all
the earmarks of being one of the
most successful and promising
ever suddenly turns into one of
the most disappointing and tragic,
one learns to expect the unexpected.
THUS it was really no surprise
when the Hope College Travelling
Salvation Wrestling Band took to
the road for a pair of single
performances against league competition last week and picked up
their one favorable review after a
command performance in Olivet
against a non-league act not even
on the program.
In the debut of their unusual
week's show in Comet Country
Saturday, the powerful, leagueleading Olivet grapplers decimated
Hope 44-2, the visitors' only

Master's degree
may be offered
in arts, sciences
According to Associate Dean
for Academic Affairs John W.
Stewart, Hope once awarded
master's degrees in the area of the
natural sciences, but that this
practice has been discontinued.
Some members of the administration, however, are in favor of
reinstating a master's degree program, especially in the field of arts
and teaching, but, says Stewart,
" A n y talk of a MAT (Master of
Arts and Teaching) has remained
just talk."
Presently, the only master's
credit which Hope offers are
summer school courses. Credit
from these courses can be transferred to the school the grad
student is attending.
There appears even less hope
for a program leading to a twoyear associate degree. New laws in
Michigan concerning the awarding
of associate degrees state that
after a student has been awarded
an A.D., he need no longer take
general education courses, but
may, instead, go on to a more
specific area of study.
Stewart admits that if a Hope
student were awarded an A.D.
after t w o years, it would make
transferring to
other schools
easier, b u t Stewart claims the reason Hope doesn't offer the degree
is because "it isn't necessary."

points coming by means of heavyweight Paul Cornell's draw with
Olivet's Doug Burland. What the
Band had expected to be a rather
unsettling dual meet turned instead into an afternoon triangular
with tiny Grace College of Indiana
showing up unexpectedly.
IT SEEMS a gift of grace was
just the pick-me-up Hope needed
as the matmen recorded their first
impressive victory of the year,
33-18, as every participating Hope
wrestler scored points for the
cause.
Captain Rick VanderLind, Tony Dekker, and Paul Cornell all
recorded pins Cornell finished his
work in 1:58. Maurice Winklerprins took an 11-2 decision from
Grace's John Haller. Hope's victory was not entirely sweet, however, Billy Jones suffered an ankle
injury forcing him to default his
match in the second round and he
may be sidelined for several
weeks.
GRACE RAN OUT in Albion
on Tuesday night, as the Dutch
were
reminded
that
teams
in the MIAA offer slightly stiffer
competition. The final score was
36-15 as VanderLind captured a
decision, Cornell took a pin and
Denny Sturdevant received a forfeit. Cornell's pin at Albion gives
him an unblemished record in the
heavyweight class, since taking
over for last year's MIAA champion Keven Boerman at midseason.
The success of the big men
seems the only consolation for a
head coach who had anticipated
1972-73 as being the best year
ever for Hope wrestling.
"WE HAD OVER twenty men
out for wrestling before Christmas," George Kraft relates, "and
we had six with us at Albion
Tuesday."
Besides the ineligibility problems which have hampered this
squad, Kraft lamented ineligibility
problems and hinted at a basic lack
of interest in the sport throughout
the conference as every team except Olivet must register forfeits
for at least one weight class.
Sad, too, because this is the
year that Hope will host the annual GLCA wrestling meet, t o be
held at Holland Christian High
School on February 16-17, and
possessed early season hopes t o do
quite well in the event.
Kraft
considers
Saturday's
meet at Calvin crucial. The Dutch
will face a squad they narrowly
bested earlier in the season.

